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Teaching priority areas of chemical-biological
sciences as well as its development is closely related
to research in cell biology as well as bioinformatics
that will be constituted as a strategic tool of social
welfare in the immediate future. It is intended that its
application will enhance the implementation of new
technologies of information and communication used
in education, as appropriate, contribute to the quality
of training of students in higher education and for
progress towards a knowledge society which will
result in improving processes teaching and learning,
especially in those interested in the areas of
Pharmacy and Cell and Molecular Biology.

Surveyed

Cover practices Quality

Design, validate and implant of practices of Pharmacy
and Cellular and Molecular Biology for the Formative
Research Laboratories (FRLs) VII and VIII.
How do you consider the objetives

Selected Mollecular Practices

The introduction motivates you
read the practices

How do you consider the the
content of the practice and method

Designed 3 new Pharmacy, Cellular and Molecular
Biology practices. Implementation of 3 practices
protocols with teachers and students of FRLs VII
and VIII.

Proposal for content improvements by
Students

Opinion on the advantages of using the
videos as a tutor in the practices

Proposal for content improvements by
Teachers

Instrument expressly formulate
We make a exprofesso evaluation instrument call Impact, of the
implementation of the practices in the teaching of the area of
Pharmacy and Cellular and Molecular Biology in the FRLs

Impact, of the implementation of the practices in the teaching of the area of
Pharmacy and Cellular and Molecular Biology in the FRLs.
Subject that attends __________________________________________.
Registered semester ___________________________.

Objective: To know the opinion of the students and teachers of Pharmacy and Biology of the FES
Zaragoza, UNAM, about Cellular and Molecular Biology practices.

Mark with an X the answer of your choice, remember that there are no bad or good answers.

1. Indicate with an X that Molecular Biology practice has used:
a). ( ) Nucleotides extraction: Use of DNAzol and TRIzol techniques.
b). ( ) Nucleotide purification
c). ( ) PCR: powerful molecular tool.
d). ( ) More than two.
2. How do you perceive the quality of the cover of the practice?
a) Poor b) Bad c) Good d) Very good
3. Consider that the introduction motivates you to read the practice?
a) Little bit b) Something c) Quite d) A lot
4. It considers that the presentation of the objectives and material of the practice is?
a) Poor b) Bad c) Good d) Very good

After putting the practice into practice and evaluating it, both teachers and
students we can see that there are several points of opportunity to
improve the practice both in content and in technical aspects, so
improvements will be made in a second time and the practices will be
evaluated again. These subjects can be extended to other subjects in the
degree of Q.F.B. and Biology, that can be until 900 students.

5. How do you consider the content of the practice method?
a) Bad b) Good c) Very good
6. Provide your opinion on the advantages of using the videos as a tutor for the development of
practices.
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